
Student Educational Experience Questionnaire (SEEQ) Instructor
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Enrollment numbers are acquired before the end of the semester and may differ from the final figure.

Reporting Date: 1/22/2024 5:27 PM Semester: 2023/24 FA
Instructor ID: yfq5054 Instructor: Yi Qiu

Term: 2238 Session: 1 Campus: UP College: SC

Course ID Course Title Section Instruction 
Mode Students Responses Response 

Rate

22381--22135 PHYS212- Elect. and Mag. 015L P 37 7 18.9%

University Questions
A1: In a few sentences, please provide feedback on your learning experience in this course. Consider the assignments and feedback you received,
materials, learning activities and interactions with peers, your interactions with the instructor and other aspects related to your learning experience
that you want to mention.

The lab was good. The TAs help with questions and my peers are especially helpful. We always finished the labs on time.

Helpful and understanding.

Yi was the best TA I ever had for this course. He really cared about the students, was welcoming/helpful during class, and helped me pass the
course. Without him, I would've done a lot worse in the course.The labs, on the other hand, were either pretty straightforward or completely
irrelevant to the previous lecture's material.

Overall, the labs were well run

Lab was not always the most helpful when it came to understanding topics. Sometimes I would leave lab with only more questions than when I
entered, but lab was very good for helping me visualize problems.
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A2
The overall structure of the course (content and
materials, assignments, activities) promoted a
meaningful learning experience for me.
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A3a The instructor created a welcoming and inclusive
environment.
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* Multimodal

A3b: In the space provided, please provide an explanation for your rating in the previous question.

The environment is welcoming, I just think that there can be more done to answer questions for the lab content.

The TA's were nice and welcoming, but the lab activity itself was hard to get anything out of as sometimes the TA's didn't know the answers
themselves or didn't care to explain (Yi is an exception).

Could ask any question related to the lab and be answered directly.

I appreciated being able to talk to the TAs during recitations.

Yi always said "Hi" to me when I walked into lab at 8am which was nice. He was also very helpful when answering questions. I always tried to
ask him my questions because his explanations were the most helpful, and he would stick with you until you understood the topic.

A4: If your course required materials, which materials or resources enhanced your learning? How?

The textbook is helpful.

The textbook was the most useful tool for me in this course.

The provided equation sheet helped.

A5: What are the most important things you learned in this course?

Electricity, Magnetism, and basic circuit analysis.

Learning to visualize what all is happening was the best thing I learned in lab. It helped me understand problems better on homework and
exams.

I learned circuit assembly and excel graphs.

A6: Do you have any recommendations for this course?

No

For lab assignments particularly, less use of excel, it's very difficult to work with. Overall, the labs were well run and managed.



None at this time.
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